Governor lays Foundation stone of Maharishi Dayanand Hostel

Gangtok, March 14: Governor Mr. Ganga Prasad laid the foundation stone of Maharishi Dayanand Hostel for Students Scholastic Development at Sonam Tshering Marg, Gangtok, in the presence of Chief Minister Mr. Prem Singh Tamang and Chairman, MDH and President, Akhil Bhartiya Dayanand Sewashram Sangh (ABDSS) Padmabhushan Mahashay Dharmpal.

Before laying the foundation stone of the upcoming infrastructure, the dignitaries participated in the Hawan Ceremony amidst the chanting of Vedic Hymns by students and Members of the Sama.

The proposed Hostel for Students Scholastic Development, once established, will impart free of cost education to underprivileged children. The Centre will impart holistic education focusing on social, intellectual, cultural and skill development of children.

The Organizing committee expressed their profound gratitude to the Governor Mr. Ganga Prasad, and Chief Minister Mr. Prem-Singh Tamang for allotting the site to the ABDSS for their future endeavours. Later, addressing the indoor programme at Chintan Bhawan as the chief guest, Governor Mr. Ganga Prasad profusely thanked Chief Minister Mr. Prem Singh Tamang for his forthcoming support and commitment for the programme at Chintan Bhawan as the chief guest, Governor Mr. Ganga Prasad profusely thanked Chief Minister Mr. Prem Singh Tamang for his forthcoming support and commitment for the

Governor Mr. Ganga Prasad felicitating Mr. Pramod Laxman Mahajan at Raj Bhawan.

Governor felicitates organ donation activist

Governor Mr. Ganga Prasad felicitated Mr. Pramod Laxman Mahajan, resident of District Sari, Mahashtma and an organ donation activist associated with Rebirth Foundation, Pune Mahantra at Raj Bhawan, today. He was accompanied by the members of Dirty Angel Motorcycle Club, the first Motorcycle NGO of Sikkim who was looking after the campaign and logistics in Sikkim. Mr. Pramod, aged 68 years and a farmer by profession, embarked on solo Bharat Organ Yatra on motorcycle covering a total distance of 17,500 Kilometres across 25 states in the country over a period of 132 days to create awareness and promote voluntary organ donation.

The Governor expressed his pleasure on meeting Mr. Pramod and advocated more people to come forward for the noble cause of organ donation. “I have always believed that organ donation is the biggest service to humanity that we can undertake during our life time. I am associated with Dadhichi Dehdan Samiti and have registered myself to donate my body after death. The Governor further showed his keenness to have a formal campaign launched in Sikkim in near future involving higher learning institutes and Universities which will help promote the movement of organ donation.

Pearls of Wisdom

“We accept the love we think we deserve.” - Stephen Chbosky

CM chairs high-level meeting on preparedness of COVID 19 in the state

Gangtok, March 16: Chief Minister Mr. Prem Singh Tamang chaired a high-level meeting of all Cabinet Ministers, MLAs, State Administration led by the Chief Secretary, and various stakeholders of the hospitality sector to deliberate on immediate measures to be taken by the State to prevent the outbreak of Novel Corona Virus (COVID 19) in the State of Sikkim.

It may be mentioned that the State of Sikkim has not reported a single case of COVID 19 till date, and the Government is taking all possible measures to prevent any outbreak.

At the outset, Chief Secretary, Mr. S.C. Gupta gave an overview of the current situation, how the Government of Sikkim is managing the situation, and further steps needed to be taken to handle it effectively. He stressed that the rate at which the virus is spreading exponentially, there is no room for any complacency. He however maintained that there is no need for any panic either.

The Chief Secretary explained in detail the initiatives either.

Orchid Show at Flower Exhibition Centre inaugurated

Gangtok, March 15: The Chief Minister Mr. Prem Singh Tamang inaugurated the Orchid Show at Flower Exhibition Centre at Chagyal Palden Thondup Namgyal Memorial Park near White Hall, today.

The Chief Minister was also accompanied by the Minister Agriculture & Horticulture Mr. Lok Nath Sharma, Minister Forest Mr. Karma Loday Bhutia, Minister Road and Bridges Mr. Samdulp Lepcha.

The Chief Minister formally inaugurated the Orchid Show and interacted with the exhibitors. He applauded their efforts to adopt floriculture professionally and further encouraged them to conserve the varieties of orchids.

The customary inaugural of flower show has competition in four divisions namely, Cymbidium Hybrids, Species Orchids, Cymbidium Eburneum and Cymbidium Lowianum.

On the sideline of the programme, the Chief Minister also interacted with the students of schools from Gangtok peripheries including Government Senior Secondary School Sichew, Government Senior Secondary Modern School and Girls Senior Secondary School Deorali and advised them to focus on career building for the development of the nation.

Sikkim Horticulture
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Governor Mr. Ganga Prasad, Chief Minister Mr. Prem Singh Tamang laying the foundation stone of Maharishi Dayanand Hostel.
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Mangan, March 16: The North District Administration as 1st phase of forthcoming NPR (West) has addressed an application to this effect to the North District Administration for granting leave in accordance with the rules of the Government of India and AIC-SMUTI started in Mangan Community Hall premises in North Sikkim on March 17.

Mangan, March 13: The two day North District Udyam Samaagam organised by the District Industries Centre (East & North), Commerce & Industries department, of Sikkim was supported by the Office of Development Commissioner (MSME) Department, Government of India and AIC-SMUTI started in Mangan Community Hall premises in North Sikkim on March 13.

The event was inaugurated by Zilla Adhakshya, Ms. Namgyal Lepcha which had daylong session of plenary speeches by Chairperson and Co-Chairperson of all the entrepreneurs from North district who participated in this event by Director, Commerce & Industries Department, Mr. N. Jaswant.

The closing marked the award distribution to the winners of the best Startup/ idea pitching competition among all the entrepreneurs from North district who participated in this event by Director, Commerce & Industries Department, Mr. N. Jaswant.

The pitching session held on day two was judged by General Manager ZUVENTUS Health Care Limited, Mr. Yatish Space, Project Manager Trestra Ujra Limited, Mr. Paldon Bhutia; Assistant Director, C.D.P.S, Mr. D. R. Sharma; CEO, AIC-SMUTI, Dr. Tej Chinthang; Director (MSME) Department of Commerce & Industries, Mr. N. Jaswant.
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being taken by the Government at various levels, starting with the State Government and its agencies and extending to the commuters from the State borders.

Principal Secretary, Health, Government of Sikkim, Dr. T.P. Bhotia in his address briefed about the state of preparedness, measures being undertaken by the Ministry and the situation. He stressed that since COVID 19 has been declared as a global health emergency by WHO in its meeting held on February 30, 2020. Mr. Bhotia informed that for its better containment and prevention, the District and the State level Governments have been taking all required preventive measures through public awareness and right action.

The Principal Secretary informed that along with the normal health care services, special medical teams have also been deployed in all the Region to keep a close watch on the spread of the disease. The state will ensure that the required medical services are available in all locations. The state has also taken various preventive measures especially in poultry farms and slaughterhouses.

DG-Commissioner, Health, Dr. P.T. Bhutia in his address briefed about the current status of preparedness taken by the State Health Department. He reiterated that this is a pandemic, and the entire medical profession is called upon to wholeheartedly collaborate with the Government to tackle this situation.

Mr. Bhutia shared about various precautionary measures being taken by the Government, both towards prevention and preparedness. He stressed that the health department and all its allied departments are working together to face the situation.

The DG-Commissioner, Health, Dr. P.T. Bhutia in his address briefed about various measures taken by the Government to contain the spread of the disease. He expressed his gratitude to all the officers and stakeholders for their participation in the discussions.

Mr. Bhutia also appealed to the people of the Sikkim to maintain hygiene and practice self quarantine. He also appealed to the people to exercise hygiene practices, especially in poultry farms and slaughterhouses.
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Chief Minister presides over passing out Parade at Paljor Stadium

Gangtok, March 16: Passing out Parade of 431 personnel of Sikkim Police Recruit Constables of Parade of 431 personnel of Sikkim Police Recruit Constables of 7. All Round Best (PTC Pangthang) RC Pintso Chopel Bhutia. He also gave a brief about the background of the project. The Governor concluded his address by congratulating the Arya Samaj and the Governor of Sikkim for inviting Mahashay Dharmpal Ji for taking a huge step towards realize the noble idea through his commitment. The programme also had address by Executive Members of sister organizations of Arya Samaj, felicitations, and colourful cultural performances by students of Dayanand Anglo Vedic (DAV) Schools from different parts of the country.

Earlier, the programme began with welcome address by President, Arya Samaj Pratapeshtra Sabha Mr. Suresh Chandra Arya. The programme was conducted by Delhi Arya Pratapeshtra Sabha President, Mr. Vinay Arya, who also highlighted about the background of the programme. He also announced that a total amount of Fifty One Lakhs was committed in today's programme. Some of the contributors were also felicitated towards the end of the programme. Organized under the aegis of Akhil Bhartiya Dayanand Sewashram Sangh in Association with Arya Samaj, Gangtok, the foundation stone laying ceremony had the presence and participation of Cabinet Ministers Mr. B.S. Pathu, Mr. Sanjup Lepcha, and Mr. Sanjut Kharel, Chief Secretary Mr. S.C. Gupta, DGP/Sikkim Mr. A. Shankar, Dy. Chief Secretary, Sikkim Mr. Prakash Arya, Vice President, ABIDS, Mr. Vinay Arya, General Secretary, ABIDS, Mr. Jagninder Khattar, President, Arya Samaj Sikkim, Mr. Jagdish Pradhan, host of other dignitaries, and senior Members and representatives of Arya Samaj from Sikkim and other parts of the country.

He thanked the Chief Minister for lending his positive support, and Mahashay Dharmpal Ji for taking a huge step towards realizing the noble idea through his commitment.

The programme also had address by Executive Members of sister organizations of Arya Samaj, felicitations, and colourful cultural performances by students of Dayanand Anglo Vedic (DAV) Schools from different parts of the country.

Earlier, the programme began with welcome address by President, Arya Pratapeshtra Sabha Mr. Suresh Chandra Arya. The programme was conducted by Delhi Arya Pratapeshtra Sabha President, Mr. Vinay Arya, who also highlighted about the background of the programme. He also announced that a total amount of Fifty One Lakhs was committed in today's programme. Some of the contributors were also felicitated towards the end of the programme.

Organized under the aegis of Akhil Bhartiya Dayanand Sewashram Sangh in Association with Arya Samaj, Gangtok, the foundation stone laying ceremony had the presence and participation of Cabinet Ministers Mr. B.S. Pathu, Mr. Sanjup Lepcha, and Mr. Sanjut Kharel, Chief Secretary Mr. S.C. Gupta, DGP/Sikkim Mr. A. Shankar, Dy. Chief Secretary, Sikkim Mr. Prakash Arya, Vice President, ABIDS, Mr. Vinay Arya, General Secretary, ABIDS, Mr. Jagninder Khattar, President, Arya Samaj Sikkim, Mr. Jagdish Pradhan, host of other dignitaries, and senior Members and representatives of Arya Samaj from Sikkim and other parts of the country.

Champion from the parade. The Governor highlighted about the feat and congratulated Mr. Jagdish Pradhan and his team for the success of the program and for the infrastructure. He expressed that the facility will cater exclusively for the children of the State and the state will fully involve themselves in the construction process, and apprise the work as far as any bottleneck arises. He assured that the Government will lend all possible support.

Padmabhushan Mr. Mahashay Dharmpal Ji in his address expressed his gratitude to the Governor of Sikkim for inviting him to Sikkim. He expressed his praise for the beauty of Sikkim and said he was fortunate to be able to visit the State for the first time. He thanked the Chief Minister for his audience and for his whole hearted support for the project.

It was announced that Mr. Padmabhushan Mahashay Dharmpal has committed an amount of Two Crore Fifty One Lakhs for the Students Scholastic Hostel project.

The Governor said that he was invited to the Arya Samaj Sikkim for the noble thought and idea of establishing this project in Sikkim. Similarly, he expressed gratitude to Padmabhushan Mr. Mahashay Dharmpal, Chairman MDH and President, ABIDS, whose contributions towards Sikkim will be written in golden letters. The Chief Minister praised the ideology of Arya Samaj and the great service being carried out by different wings of the organization throughout the world.

He also gave a brief about the establishment of Arya Samaj in the hills of Sikkim and Darjeeling, and urged the Members to work with renewed enthusiasm. He also informed that the State Government will support the organization whenever required. He stressed that the Government is fully committed for the development of education. He added that the Government is committed to develop Gurukul system of education in the State. He expressed happiness that the project is being created for the development of our children. He informed that the State Government has appointed 171 Sanskrit Graduate teachers for the propagation of the language.
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